
Fish Australia – The 
essential fishing 
companion 
Layout and production of 
500-plus page hard cover 
book.

Canberra Weekly 
Magazine
Editorial and 
advertising 
design, layout and 
production of free 
weekly magazine. 
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Italy Is best known for food, wine, culture, history and 
corruption. How is it for skiing? well, it was home of the 2006 
winter olympic games, so that is a good start. skiing history 
in this beautiful country dates back to the 1800s. the Italians 

have an alpine heritage that matches the swiss and austrian’s. 
essentially Italy has two contrasting snow areas, the alps west 
of turin and the Dolomites north east of Venice. In truth there 
are many other small areas scattered across Italy giving it vast a 
cultural and sporting heritage.

the north western Italian alps sit high next to the border 
with France and include the resorts from the torino olympics of 
sestriere, sauze d’oulx, bardoneccia and Claviere. Close by is the 
aosta Valley which sits on the backside of Mont blanc (or Monte 
bianco).  over to the east and concentrated at the top of the Italian 
boot sits the Dolomites. this region is home to the fabulous 
resorts of Madonna Di Campiglio, bormio and Cortina D’ampezzo, 
along with the famous sellaronda.

these Italian ski resorts sit south of their French, swiss and 
austrian alpine neighbours. smaller in size than their famous 
French neighbours, what they lack in size they pick up in 
ambience. this is a common thread across the whole of Italy. 

where else in the world can you stay in a small hotel, steps 
away from the slopes, next to a church, and each morning grab 
an espresso at the local bar, exchange some pigeon Italian with 
the 70-year-old short fat natives who are already on their third 
grappa for the day, get a welcome hug from a 60-year-old local 
community street clearer, get snowballed by the ankle biting 
schoolkids walking to school, chat with the ski school director 

(who happened to be your restaurant waiter last night) all before 
you get on the first lift of the day? It’s probably the only place in 
the world besides Grimus at Mt buller or bernti’s in thredbo where 
you can find yourself drinking at the owner’s expense, albeit the 
poison is different. Home made Genepy based on a wild mountain 
flower is the usual offering here.

everything seems to happen at a slower pace and there 
is most certainly in no rush for the first lift of the day. even on 
powder days you would be unlucky not to find fresh tracks still in 
the afternoon. From my observations the Italians prefer to go fast 
and on the groomed runs leaving us travellers to track out the rest. 

the whole experience seems quite normal and in no time at 
all you are heading up the mountain with a local restaurateur/
snowboarder to enjoy the last runs of the day. Finish the day by 
stopping off at the mountain top huts and joining the local alpin 
troupe “ski Patrol” for some beers with even XXXX available. no 
thanks, local poison for me. Cruise down the village in the fading 
light one hour after the runs close. strange yes, unbelievable, most 
certainly.

Is the snow as dry as aspen? Probably not. 
Is the mountain as deep as Jackson? that would be a negative. 
Is the area as big as les trios’ Valley? Hello?
Is the après as huge as anton? Definitely not.
are the hotels as luxury as Deer Valley? never. 
Is the shopping as good as whistler? what shopping? 
Here is another world. a slow, relaxed, culturally stimulating 

adventure, where you get to feel like a local. a place where aussies 
are a rarity rather than the norm. where generations have grown 
up in the mountains regardless of whether they ever hit the 
slopes. each ski area has living hearts with soul and whether you 
ski or board, the villages, the townspeople and the community 
embrace you. Italy stands on its feet when it comes to alpine 
cultural experience, spectacular mountains, great food, and 
fabulous people. a magical blend that make this secret of europe 
a personal favourite of those who visit and an experience that will 
collectively match those of other more famous areas.

Molto beneMolto bene

TOP: Powder in the trees, Claviere.

ABOVE: Main street Claviere, view to French border. TOP: View from Claviere Italy to Montgeneve France. 

1: Claviere Church – Vistitazione di Maria santissima. 

2: Claviere ski school. 3: Monte della luna “the land of the Moon”.

Claviere Golf Course view from club house.
1

3

2

Photos: Rohan Coull
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Nestled iN the picturesque 
Kosciuszko National Park, 
Perisher is the southern 
Hemisphere’s biggest ski and 

snowboard resort. it boasts an incredible 
47 lifts across an immense 1,245 hectares 
of varied snow-covered terrain.

Perisher has invested over $19million 
in recent years to improve its’ snow 
coverage dependability, the resort now 
has over 53 hectares within the vast 
snowmaking network.

Other changes over summer have 
seen the team at Perisher electrify 
the leichardt and Wentworth lifts, 
this is part if this resorts commitment 
to the environment and achieving a 
sustainable balance to development in 
Australia’s Alps. 

Home of Australia’s only super pipe, 
Perisher is the base for the Olympic 
Winter institute’s halfpipe and Moguls 
program. Boarders and skiers can 
test their skills here against Australia’s 
champions and other professionals who 

participate in competitions throughout 
the winter. in the Olympic Games this 
year in Vancouver, there were no less 
then 11 athletes who have come through 
programs based at Perisher.  Perisher is 
proudly home to Australia’s women’s 
halfpipe gold medallist torah Bright.

Perishers tube park ‘tube town’ 
is open daily throughout the season. 
located adjacent to the car park at Mt. 
Piper, it offers great snow play and a 
family-fun-loving experience that can be 
enjoyed by all ages. Riders slide down 
a specially made track on rubber tubes. 
it’s fast, fun and awesome and is an 
experience you won’t easily forget.

Other winter offerings at Perisher 
include over 100km of marked cross-
country trails, snowshoeing, grooming 
tours, fresh tracks and night skiing. the 
full season of activities planned for 2010 
kicks off with the ‘Celebration of Winter’ 
and snowy Mountains of Music festival 
on opening weekend. log onto www.
perisher.com.au for more details.

tHRedBO MAy not be the biggest 
resort in Australia, but it has the 
longest lifts and the famous 
supertrail. With its’ european 

village feel, thredbo stands alone 
when it comes to a mountain village 
experience in Australia. the pedestrian 
only village has an array of cafes, shops 
and restaurants, many of which offer 
panoramic views of the ski area.

snowmaking facilities have been 
expanded over summer and now 
thredbo has 75 hectares coverage and 
can use an impressive 225 of its 300 snow 
making guns at any one time. For the 
2010 season, these guns are expected 
to pump out an anticipated 600,000m3 
of man made snow. this amount of 
snow will provide coverage across the 
middle and lower slopes catering for all 
standards of skiers and boarders.

the slopes will no doubt be well 
groomed and prepared with the 
purchase of a new Kassbohrer winch cat, 
which adds to the impressive state of the 
art fleet of snow groomers available to 
the team at thredbo. 

thredbo also boasts a full time crew 
looking after the terrain parks, there is an 
impressive suite of parks catering for kids 
through to the advanced rider and skier. 

each park offers graded features specially 
chosen for each skill level, there is even a 
ridercross course available when the right 
snow conditions prevail. 

down in thredboland at Friday Flat 
you will see a new look “extreme Rat” 
who will be promoting the “lids on Kids” 
program. little ones can find their feet on 
skis and boards in this special area setup 
just for them.  When they are ready they 
can head to the Wombat World terrain 
park designed just for them.

thredbo is unique, the fantastic 
leisure centre houses a sport’s hall, 
bouldering wall, fully equipped gym, 
squash centre and pool all open to 
visitors to the resort. the pool area 
offers something for all the family, lap 
swimming, a waterslide and an inflatable 
obstacle course, all of which make this 
a great place to finish the day or a place 
to retreat to rather than deal with bad 
weather.

the thredbo Resort Centre for 2010 
has gone online so you can now book 
and pay for your holiday online and 
they have a terrific live chat feature for 
instant answers to any tricky questions 
you may have which come directly from 
a consultant. you will find details at 
thredbo.com.au/stay.

Trip Planner Booking for a group or 
family? the trip Planner thredbo.com.au/
tripplanner is a place where each member of 
the group can pay their share of the tip so the 
organiser doesn’t have to foot the bill.

ten80 Freeride Store
New for 2010 in the Valley terminal

Free Twilight Riding
4.30pm- 8.30p every thursday and saturday in 
July and August at Friday Flat

Lesuire Centre
Open daily from 8am - 7pm

Lift Tickets
day $103
Week $620
season $1,275

Lifts 14 

Best Event  
thredbo’s Annual top to Bottom race. Over 
$18,000 in cash and prizes. sat 7th August

Best Coffee Gourmet Forty two

Best Bar  Bernti’s

Not to miss 
early bird dining at santé Restaurant

Terrain
Beginner 16%
intermediate 67%
Advanced 17%

Secret Run  Golf Course Bowl

Web www.thredbo.com.au

2010 Resort Super Pass
One pass, three resorts. Perisher, Mt Hotham, 
Falls Creek. Available until 27 May 2010
perisher.com.au/superpass

Lift Tickets
day  $105
Week  $647
season  $1,349

Lifts 47

Best Event: Playstation ‘King of the 
Mountain’ slopestyle July 10, super Pipe 
August 7

Best Coffee: Brunelli’s Café

Best Bar: Bazil’s

Not to miss: 28th annual Pub to Pub Classic. 
2nd september ‘skinny ski’s required’ 

Terrain
Beginner 22% 
intermediate 60% 
Advanced 18%

Secret Run: Powder Ridge

Web: www.perisherblue.com.au

Thredbo
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SNOW Magazine
Complete redesign and 
solo production of annual 
industry magazine. Full 
colour, A4, 88 pages plus 
cover.

Suburban 4WD
•  Corporate identity and 

logo development.
•  Concept, design, 

production of stickers, 
brochures, office 
stationery, magazine 
and press ads.

Simply
Irresistible

2010 season

Simply
Irresistible
Season 2010 at ‘The Q’ – Queanbeyan Performing Arts Centre

Subscribe  by January 31 for chance to win a Melbourne weekend 
getaway for two to see the hit musical – The Jersey Boys. 

Email stephen.pike@qcc.nsw.gov.au to receive your copy of the  
comprehensive season brochure. Further info: 6298 0290  or www.theq.net.au

Subscribe 
and save

The Q, Queanbeyan Performing Arts Centre, Queanbeyan City Council
•  Concept, design, production and print broking of yearly theatre season guide. A5, 38 pages plus 

cover. Have produced 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 editions.
•  Concept, design, production of associated press and magazine ads.
• Creation of web graphics.

PUBLICATIONS
MARKETING

DON’T 
DELAY

Matthias             Nolte
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cover story

TWOSIDES to the story
Natalie Cavallaro 
meets a pair of young 
fashion designers 
who work seamlessly 
together and don’t 
follow catwalk trends.

20
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Sebastian’s Sister and Eternal 

Safari – the names sound like 

fantasy novels, but they are two 

collaborative fashion labels on the 

verge of big things.

Gemma Jameson and Francesca 

Altenburg graduated from the CIT 

fashion course last year and their 

unique concept saw them win the 

apparel award in the Debut section at 

fashion trade fair, Fashion Exposed, in 

Sydney last month.

‘We work together as one collection 

but we come up with our own 

concepts,’ Gemma said. ‘My half of the 

label is Eternal Safari and Francesca’s 

is Sebastian’s Sister. We choose fabrics 

together and we work really closely 

together but there are differences 

between our designs.’

Francesca said, ‘We were put in 

a group together in second year and 

we just found that our ideas had a 

similarity to them.’

‘Working together like we do is 

great emotional and fi nancial support,’ 

Gemma said. ‘When you’re up sewing 

at 4am it’s nice to have some company.’

Francesca and Gemma showed 

their collection ‘Moods, Moments and 

Ideas’ at Fashion Exposed, and when 

discussing their infl uences for that collection, it becomes 

obvious they don’t follow catwalk trends.

‘We really took our inspiration from artists and writers 

such as Wong Kar Wai, Haruki Murakami and Masao 

Yamamoto,’ Gemma said. ‘We are really inspired by fi lm, art 

and books. I haven’t been shopping in three years so I don’t 

really know anything about current trends.’

But a lack of knowledge of trends is working in their favour 

and things are taking off quickly.

‘We’re so not ready for it,’ Francesca laughed. ‘Fashion 

Exposed was a whirlwind. We had a catwalk show and a stall 

and from that we had quite a bit of interest. The Cupboard in 

Auckland is interested in stocking our designs and we have 

to have stock ready for them by 30 April so all we are doing is 

sewing at the moment.’

There is also local interest, and the young designers are 

working on manufacturing. But this hasn’t put off stockists 

who are keen to get their hands on the innovative designs of 

Sebastian’s Sister and Eternal Safari.

‘We describe our designs as being for modern fl exible 

wardrobes,’ Francesca said.

Gemma added: ‘We make a lot of dresses and we use 

natural materials. We use a lot of wools, linens, silk and 

bamboo.’

Despite the positive reaction to their collection, the girls 

are not ready to take their talent out of Canberra.

‘We’ve been advised to stay close to our manufacturers 

once we’ve worked that out but it is hard to fi nd industry 

people here,’ Gemma said. 

‘There’s a good feeling here though, and it would be nice to 

stay in Canberra.’

Left Shimamoto dress by 
Gemma for Eternal Safari. 

Top Gemma and Francesca in 
the studio at CIT where they 

studied fashion design and 
fi rst started collaborating on 

their designs. Top right Robin’s 
Nest dress by Gemma for 

Eternal Safari. Above End of 
the World dress by Francesca 

for Sebastian’s Sister.

Model Marina Dojchinov 
Model photos Ash Scott
Studio photo Cole Bennetts
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I haven’t been 
shopping in 

three years so I 
don’t really know 
anything about 
current trends
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PLUS  Ski tips from the pros and the latest fashion

17 resorts, 4 continents, what are you waiting for?

THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE’S NO.1 SKI MAGAZINE   A$9.95  NZ$10.95  ¥850

What’s new What’s hot
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LOGOS

RÉSUMÉ

LCRD logo
Concept, design, 
production of new logo for 
Latrobe City Roller Derby.

Roller Derby Au logo
Concept, design, production of new logo for 
Roller Derby Au.

www.matthiasnolte 
.com/download 

.html

Click for 
COLOUR! 

AND HIGH-RES

Matthias Nolte 0427 949 581 matt.nolte@bigpond.com

Education
1987  Diploma in Graphic Design – School of Visual Art, Sydney, NSW

Employment
1987-1993  Various graphic design and pre-press positions for the printing 

industry, design studios, advertising agencies and the CSIRO. 
Full time and freelance.

1993-1996  Senior designer, production manager for Parkhouse 
Publishing. Directly responsible for staff of 5 graphic designers. 
All aspects of book, magazine and newspaper design and 
production.

1996-2006  Senior designer, art director at The Canberra Times daily 
broadsheet newspaper. Directly responsible for staff of 2 
full-time and 2 casual graphic designers. Editorial newspaper 
design and production.

Presently  At the end of 2006, after 10 years at The Canberra Times, I 
decided to quit full-time work to pursue a childhood dream of 
becoming an artist, dedicating as much time as possible to 
painting.

  To support my painting I freelance as a graphic designer, 
predominately for Queanbeyan City Council, have worked 
part time for the Canberra Weekly Magazine and as a stock 
replenisher for Aldi.

Referees
   Stephen Pike, Program Manager, The Q, 02 6285 6563 
  Nick Samaras, Publisher, Canberra Weekly Magazine,  

0418 182 554
  Samantha Behr, Sam Behr Design, 0420 443 962

Suburban seeks the epitome of capability and durability in all our 
product ranges. We offer systems and products for those who 
want to take the lead and seek the ultimate in off-road prowess 
while retaining exceptional street performance. SuperRide 
and SuperFlex suspension systems are engineered to offer 
the ultimate in off and on-road performance. No other kit is as 
complete. Accept no substitutes.

COMPLETE RIGHT HAND DRIVE SYSTEMS
All RUBICON OFFROAD systems are engineered for right-hand drive operation and are 
complete. Our systems come with all the necessary componentry for a complete install. 
Shocks, springs, panhard rods and brake lines to name a few. Extensive testing has been 
conducted on our systems to ensure trouble free installation, tuning and operation.
NOTE: US spec systems do not come with shocks or drop shock brackets. Track bars etc 
solely suit left-hand drive vehicles and do not suit Australian applications. 

Kit breakdown – RUBICON 
systems can be broken down 
and supplied without shocks 
(Less $540.00) All kits are 
supplied complete with OME 
long travel shocks.

WANT FLEX?
4.5” Jeep TJ
5.5” Jeep XJ SuperFlex
Run up to 35” tyres TJ, and 33” 
tyres XJ, with this system offering 
the ultimate in flex. This system 
replaces all of the suspension 
componentry under your Jeep. Just 
look below
• 4.5”/5.5” Rubicon coil/leaf springs
• Full set of Rubicon control arms
•  OME “USA spec” long travel 

Nitrocharger™ shocks
•  Front /rear Rubicon bump stop extensions

• Front spring keepers
• 6” Rubicon sway bar disconnects

• Rear extended sway bar links
•  Front adjustable track bar and tie rod end 

assembly
•  Front track bar relocation bracket (XJ only)
• Extended stainless steel brake lines
• Rear “weld on” drop shock Brackets
Slip yoke eliminator recommended

From $3499
RUN 33s
3.5” Jeep TJ SuperRide
Run up to 33” tyres with no SYE and no vibes. 
The very best entry-level system available, 
without compromise.
• Front and rear 3.5” Rubicon coils
• OME Long travel Nitrocharger™ shocks
• Rubicon sway bar link extensions
• Transfer case drop kit
• Bump stop extensions Total $1690
SUPERFLEX CONTROL ARMS
The core of our systems. Our arms run a 
combination of “SuperFlex” joints and factory 
rubber bushings. Our arms are extremely 
quiet and due to their shape and design 
attain massive flex for off-road prowess, yet 
do not sacrifice on-road handling or long-
term durability. Arms are manufactured 
from chromoly/high alloy steel and are 
“bulletproof”. Units have been subjected 
to in excess of 100,000kms of testing in 
Australia, including off-road abuse and 
only required greasing. See also the 
joints section on this page.

Control arms  from $289.00

SUSPENSION COMPONENTRY
RUBICON offer the full range of componentry for 
the do-it-yourself (DIY) Jeeper – why use inferior 
products. Coils, spacers, brake lines etc are now 
all available as individual componentry. 
CALL for pricing.

STAINLESS STEEL BRAKE LINES
Our extended stainless steel front brake lines 
enter the front brake caliper from the top, not 
the rear as a factory unit does, this change in 
design works better on a lifted Jeep, as the 
line can be shorter than a extended factory 
unit and is less prone to “fouling” 
and therefore breakage. They are 
also DOT approved.

THE ULTIMATE
3.5” to 7.5” Jeep TJ Long Arm
The ultimate in TJ off-road and on-road 
performance, this system allow you to lift the 
vehicle a whopping 7.5” and can allow fitment 
of 38” tyres. The system improves on-road 
drivability over standard and is exceptional off-
road. Do not accept anything but the best.
• 5.5” Rubicon coil springs
• Full set of Rubicon™ long arm control arms
•  OME “USA Spec” long travel Nitrocharger™ 

shocks
• Front / rear Rubicon bump stop extensions
• Front spring keepers
• 6” Rubicon sway bar disconnects
• Rear extended sway bar links
•  Front adjustable track bar and tie rod end 

assembly
• Front track bar relocation bracket (XJ only)
•  Rear adjustable track bar and tie rod end 

assembly
• LH and RH control arm mounting plates
•  High clearance belly plate (removable for 

servicing)
• Drop pitman arm
• Extended stainless steel brake lines

• Rear “weld on” drop shock brackets
Slip yoke eliminator required

From $5999
All SUBURBAN and RHD RUBICON 
componentry is precision laser cut and 
professionally welded. Product fit and finish 
is second to none. All Rubicon hardware is 
powder-coated gloss grey and the finish is 
of show standard.

CJ/YJ SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
Rubicon CJ and YJ suspension systems are 
supplied and delivered by order system and 
include all necessary componentry (not limited 
to the below). Shocks are required to be ordered 
separately.
• Front and rear 4.5” Rubicon leaf springs
• Shackles, greaseable pins and u-bolts
• Stainless steel brake lines
•  Skid type spring plates with u-bolt protectors.
• Transfer case drop kit
• Bump stop extensions (as required)

From $2250
Call for monthly specials. 

Dealers and shipping 
Australia wide.

SWAY BAR DISCONNECTS
Make it flex more!
Sway bar disconnects allow the vehicles front 
anti-sway bar to be disconnected allowing 
greater front axle articulation thus improving off-
road performance. Sway bar disconnects improve 
you off-road prowess regardless whether you are 

a stocker or built Jeep.

RUBICON DISCONNECTS
New. Long awaited Gen2 disconnects suit 
standard to 6” lift. No extra parts to stow after 
detaching the swaybar – the lynch pin retainer 
attaches the link to a remote location for max 
steering clearance.
Gen2 disconnects  $235.00

TERAFLEX
Your premium option, Teraflex quick disconnects 
makes disconnecting your sway bar easier than 
ever. Self-centering polyurethane bushings 
eliminate noise and avoid metal-to-metal wear 
and tear. This design combines silent function 
with ease of use. You can secure the disconnects 
and sway bar safely out of the way when 
disconnected. 

ANTI ROCK – THE ALTERNATIVE
The Currie AntiRock sway bar for TJ’s provides 
balanced performance for rugged off-road 
conditions. It gives the driver increased traction 
by balancing and distributing the weight over all 
four tires and helping prevent excessive lean on 
off camber situations. The sway bar is made of 
SAE 4130 heat-treated steel for ultimate strength 
and is 5 stage adjustable. This kit includes all 
components, bushings, and hardware. The main 
advantage of the system is that the AntiRock 
sway bar does not need to be disconnected for 
off-road use (on-road however body roll will be 
increased depending on roll setting)

LONG RANGE FUEL TANKS
Carrying additional fuel in the cabin of your 
vehicle is not wise, spillage and container failure 
– especially in the event of an accident – can be 
dangerous. Auxiliary and replacement fuel tanks 
are essential for that desert or Cape trip or just 
to provide peace of mind that additional fuel 
range gives.
TJ Wrangler 43 litre auxiliary  $1,042.00
XJ Cherokee 51 litre auxiliary  $1,012.00
120 litre replacement tank also available for XJ Cherokee
KJ Cherokee 115 litre replacement  P.O.A
ZJ Grand Cherokee 50 litre auxiliary $995.00
120 litre Replacement tank also available for ZJ Grand 
Cherokee
WJ Grand Cherokee 55 litre auxiliary  P.O.A

FORD F250 SUPER DUTY 2” to 
6.5” SYSTEMS
These are the best 
Super Duty systems money 
can buy. Loads of clearance for bigger tyres. You 
will be amazed at the ride. System features HD 
panhard rod for improved geometry, HD spring 
hangers, extended bump stops, shackles, HD 
extended spring hangers, stabiliser relocation 
system and front and rear brake lines. This is 
system is built for abuse and lateral strength. 
(shocks sold separately)

From $1650

JEEP PERFORMANCE UPGRADES 
Big bore throttle body, throttle body spacer, K&N Filter, snorkels, and extractors & exhaust 
the complete power up package. When you put all this together it is really a case of 
1+1+1+1=5 to get the full advantage of the “Power Up”. 
Make the engine “breathe” 

60mm exchange throttle body $195.00
J-Bits throttle body spacer $89.95
K&N air filters from $135.00
TJ Safari snorkel $370.00
XJ Safari snorkel $480.00
TJ / XJ extra $399.00

“HOT” STEERING COMPONENTRY
Bent tie rod? Often the first casualty when taking your Jeep off road is your tie rod, 
SUBURBAN now offer cost effective high strength steering componentry.

High strength chromoly tie rod (including ends) 
Our tie rods are high strength chromoly and come complete with tie rod ends, these units 
will accept significant flex and return to straight and offer great value for money.

Front and rear adjustable panhard rods From $350.00

Steering clearance on a RHD Jeep about the differential pumpkin is incredibly tight and 
increases in componentry diameter are not possible. Our panhard rods (track bars) are 
manufactured from high alloy ‘bright bar’ steel and mimic factory diameters to ensure 
clearances are maintained. These units are shaped to allow additional suspension travel 
without binding. Unlike factory units that have integrated tie rod ends, SUBURBAN 
panhard rods feature replaceable tie rod ends and Noathane bushings for future rebuild.

SLIP YOKE ELIMINATORS (SYE)
When lifting your Jeep over about 3-3.5” a slip 
yoke eliminator is recommended. This is because 
the sliding joint in the transfer case cannot cope 
with the level of lift and the excessive angle can 
cause additional strain on the transfer case’s output 
shaft. Not installing a SYE can result in catastrophic 
output shaft, and then t-case failure, resulting in 
expensive repair. An SYE Kit places either a fixed flange 
or fixed yoke at the rear of a transfer case. The 
heavy duty unit replaces the Jeep’s inherently weak 
output shaft with a bigger stronger unit.

Light duty slip yoke eliminator Call for price
Heavy duty slip yoke eliminator Call for price
Drive shafts to suit                         Call for price

LOCKED AND LOADED
ARB air lockers are the single biggest improvement you can make to your rig to improve 
off-road traction. Standard Jeep Wranglers by majority are fitted with 3.07 differential 
gears. With larger tyres this ratio becomes overly tall. As a result, regearing offers 
improved power, economy, on and off-road performance.

DANA 30 / 35 and 44 Air Lockers  $1,170.00
Air Locker compressor kit including locker loom $270.00
Tyre inflation kit suit compressor $55.00
Differential ratio sets suit the above $499.00

For the “hard-core” Jeeper RUBICON now offer the option of SUPER LOCKERS, these 
air lockers allow the fitment of Dana 44 axles into Dana 30 centres, giving the added 
strength of a larger differential without the expense of going to a full Dana 44 front axle 
conversion. The system uses alloy WARN inner axles and when combined with a Warn 
front hub conversion achieves great strength. 
Call for information    

TERA LOW
The Tera Low 231 conversion kit is the best 
solution for providing Wranglers with low crawl 
ratios. This kit increases rock-crawling performance 
without affecting the high range for the trip to 
and from the back country. It provides true 4.0:1 
reduction without the noise of older planetary systems. 
Every part in this kit is new; there are no core charges. Shift 
linkage and driveshaft length changes are not necessary. The 
unit should be combined with a heavy duty slip yoke eliminator and cardan jointed drive 
shaft system due to the increased stresses on the drive train system.

        

RUBICON seeks the epitome of capability and durability 
in all our product ranges. We offer systems and 
products for those who want to take the lead and 
seek the ultimate in off-road prowess while retaining 
exceptional street performance. SuperRide and 
SuperFlex suspension systems are engineered to offer 
the ultimate in off and on-road performance. No other 
kit is as complete. Accept no substitutes.

COMPLETE RIGHT HAND DRIVE SYSTEMS
All RUBICON OFFROAD systems are engineered for right-hand drive 
operation and are complete. Our systems come with all the necessary 
componentry for a complete install. Shocks, springs, panhard rods and 
brake lines to name a few. Extensive testing has been conducted on our 
systems to ensure trouble free installation, tuning and operation.
NOTE: US spec systems do not come with shocks or drop shock brackets. 
Track bars etc solely suit left-hand-drive vehicles and do not suit Australian 
applications. 

BE WARNED
SUBURBAN4WD import the full range of WARN off-road products specific to the Jeep 
vehicle. SUBURBAN also stocks the full range of WARN winches priced from (9000lbs 
Magnum)  $1,080.00

WARN BODY ARMOUR
Fuel tank skid plate                                $399.00
HD differential guard (black)                   $155.00
HD differential guard (stainless steel)       $252.00
TJ rock crawler front bumper                     $492.00
TJ rock crawler rear bumper                            $603.00
TJ rock crawler rear bumper (suit tyre carrier) $687.00
TJ rear tyre carrier (requires rear bumper) $740.00
TJ rock slider sill protection $528.00
TJ low mount winch plate $404.00
TJ high mount winch plate $418.00
TJ front tube grille guard $260.00
XJ front bumper  $1,210.00
XJ rear bumper  $1,555.00
XJ rear tyre carrier (requires rear bumper) $750.00
6” & 7” trail flares $988.00

WARN LIGHTING SYSTEMS
As seen on the Tomb Raider TJ Wrangler. All Warn high-low beam spotlights are 
manufactured of impact resistant polycarbonate resin. Systems include all mounting 
hardware, wiring and dash-mounted control switch.
Warn 6” high-low beam lighting system $860.00
Warn 9” high-low beam lighting system $999.00
Warn 6” HID lighting system  $2,220.00
Designed for off-road competition, these lights put out 200,000 candela(cd) with 
illumination the colour of daylight at 4300 Kelvin. The effective illumination distance is 
250m with an 5.5m wide beam pattern. At 100m there’s a 15m wide beam for stunning 
trail edge illumination. The WARN HID has a fast ballast ignition of 4 seconds or less 
without causing radio interference. Durability is a given with a long bulb life of 2000hrs. 

WARN HD AXLE COMPONENTRY
Warn high strength full floating axle systems greatly increase 
strength of Dana (TJ, XJ, ZJ Jeep) differentials. Partnered with 
free wheeling hub conversions, these systems offer a cost 
effective alternative to expensive D44/D60, larger differential 
upgrades.
Call for more comprehensive information on this upgrade.
Free wheeling hub conversion (inclusive of custom disc rotors and 
machining) From $2,399.00
Full float high strength axle systems From $1,999.00

ROLLER DRAWERS
In conjunction with Outback Roller Drawers SUBURBAN offer roller drawer 
systems for most Jeeps. System can include fridge slides and are all built to 
4WD interiors exacting quality.  From $1,550.00

         JOINTS
Fit these to your rig and smoke ‘em!
This rebuildable spherical bearing assembly is utilised in all SuperFlex 

control arms. The assembly features a large 2.25” polymer race that 
encapsulates a 1.75” hardened chrome plated steel bearing. A threaded 

steel insert allows adjustable preload and easy maintenance. The unit 
is greaseable and quiet due to non-metallic races. Allows awsome 

off-road articulation, yet does not sacrifice durability, 
on-road handling as movement is directionally controlled. 

DIY control arms – using the best in joints

Large bearing assembly $70.00
Small bearing assembly $55.00
Large or small special
assembly tool $35.00

Assembly 
tool

Joint components
as supplied

CTM Racing, 
virtually 
unbreakable 
front axle 
universal joint

RUBICON OFFROAD
– NOT JUST JEEP

IF YOU HAVE A TOYOTA, NISSAN OR ANY 
OTHER TYPE OF 4WD, WE CAN HELP.
4” PLUS – FULLY ENGINEERED SUSPENSION SYSTEMS, GEAR 
SETS AND LOCKERS FOR YOUR PATROL OR CRUISER. We have 
the in-house experience to assist you. So if you’re after a larger 

vehicle offering performance without comprimise – SUBURBAN.

Call 02 9677 2032Call 02 9677 2032

    Finished
joint
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Mobile fi tNot enough time in your day or too busy at work? SUBURBAN’s mobile fi tting unit can come to you! Have your vehicle’s accessories fi tted at your convenience.    Call for details. 

SUBURBAN 4WD offers comprehensive vehicle servicing to all makes and models of 4WD, Toyota, Nissan and Jeep. Manufacturer’s scheduled logbook servicing, pre-trip inspections and general mechanical repairs. Courtesy vehicles are available with prior arrangement.
Stocking a full range of 4x4 accessories and engineering 

tailored suspensions and towing solutions to your requirements, our team are 
4WD’ers, we use and test the 

products we stock so you can 
be sure you are getting the right expert advice.

Peace of mind in 45 minutes

3 Grex Avenue Minchinbury NSW  02 9677 2032

3 Grex Avenue Minchinbury NSW  02 9677 2032

BEFORE YOU VENTURE OUT, 
     VENTURE IN to SUBURBAN 4WD
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              4-inch plus – Fully engineered suspension systems,
             gear sets and lockers for your Patrol or Cruiser. We
           have the in-house experience to assist you. So if you
   want a larger vehicle offering performance without
   comprimise – Suburban.

 4x4 Accessories
 Stocking a full range of 4x4 
 accessories and engineering tailored 
            suspensions and towing 
              solutions to your individual
               requirements. Our team are 4WD’ers, we use and
                test the products we stock so you can be sure
               you are getting the right expert advice. 
               So BEFORE YOU VENTURE OUT, VENTURE IN to...

Western Sydney
4WD service centre

not just Jeep

one stop shop

 Servicing Western Sydney
   Serving the greater west, SUBURBAN 4WD now
    offers comprehensive vehicle servicing to all makes
   and models of 4WD, Toyota, Nissan 
   and Jeep. Manufacturer’s 
  scheduled logbook servicing, 
    pre-trip inspections and general 
     mechanical repairs. Courtesy 
     vehicles available to existing 
    customers with prior arrangement*

   * Courtesy vehicles charged out at $16.50/day and subject to commercial hire agreement.
† 20% offer remains current for a period of 1 month from date of magazine issue.

3 Grex Avenue Minchinbury 02 9677 2032

Rob Anderson
sales@suburban4wd.com.au

TEL 02 9677 2032
FAX 02 9675 7531

1/3 Grex Avenue, Minchinbury NSW 2770

Mark Hickey
mark@suburban4wd.com.auTEL 02 9677 2032FAX 02 9675 7531

1/3 Grex Avenue, Minchinbury NSW 2770

Rebel Offroad
Design pitch for 
new logo.
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